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Small variation in color and 
sizes are evidence that products 
are hand crafted.

.



Water fountains can be wonderful additions to both indoor and outdoor spaces, offering not only 
aesthetic appeal but also creating a calming atmosphere with the sound of flowing water. Their 
versatility makes them suitable for a variety of environments, including balconies, where space might 
be limited. Compact water features designed specifically for balconies can provide all the benefits of a 
larger fountain in a smaller footprint, allowing residents to enjoy the soothing ambiance.



Rare Blue Ceramic 

LT-003-5263-0481
D:53 cms 
Ht:48 cms 
Ceramic
Rustic
₹14000

LT-003-5267-0661
D:44 cms 
Ht:66 cms 
Ceramic
Rare blue 
₹18000

Ancient Rust Ceramic



Lotus White 

LT-008 4960-0491
D:49
Ht:57 cms
Antique white poly fibre 
₹18000

LT-008 6197-0491
D:54.5 cms 
Ht:58.5 cms
Antique white poly fibre 
₹18000

Ribbed White 



Tall Conical 

LT-008 4962-0701)
D:37
Ht:70
Antique white poly fibre 
₹18000



Terracotta 

Terracotta pots are excellent choices for container gardening both indoors 
and outdoors. The natural, warm tones of terracotta pots add a touch of 
earthiness to any interior space, creating a cozy and inviting atmosphere. 
They complement various décor styles, from rustic to modern, and can 
enhance the overall aesthetic of a room.
The porous nature of terracotta allows for air and water to pass through the 
walls of the pot, promoting better aeration and drainage for plant roots. 
Terracotta pots have been used for centuries in gardens and homes around 
the world, and their timeless appeal continues to endure. They add a classic 
touch to any space and never go out of style.terracotta pots are versatile, 
durable, and aesthetically pleasing containers for indoor container 
gardening. Whether you're a seasoned gardener or a novice plant parent, 
terracotta pots are a reliable choice for bringing greenery into your space



Rope Traditional Pot 
LT-001-3134-0383
D:45,36,28 cms 
Ht:38,33,25 cms 
White Terracotta  
₹5000,₹2000,₹1500

LT-001-2875-0454
D: 50,40,30,20 cms 
Ht:45,36,27,18 cms 
White Terracotta  
₹7500, ₹4000,₹2500,₹950

Citrus Round Pot



Perfect Pot in Terracotta 

LT-001 2182-0473
D:56,46,35 cms 
Ht:47,39,29 cms 
White Terracotta  
₹7500, ₹4000,₹3000



Ceramic Planters

Ceramic pots are crafted from various types of clay and are handmade, which adds a unique, personal touch to each 
piece. The process involves several steps:
1.Preparing the Clay: The first step is to prepare the clay, which involves kneading to remove air bubbles and ensure 
uniform consistency. This is crucial to prevent the pot from cracking during the firing process.
2.Shaping: Once the clay is ready, it can be shaped into pots using different techniques. The most common methods 
are hand-building and wheel-throwing. Hand-building includes techniques like pinching, coiling, and slab construction.
3.Drying: After shaping, the clay objects are left to air dry to a leather-hard state, which makes them easier to handle 
for further refining, such as trimming and adding decorative elements.
4.Bisque Firing: Once fully dry, the pottery is placed in a kiln and fired to a low temperature in what is called a bisque 
firing. This firing removes all the water and carbonaceous materials in the clay, making it porous and hard, ready for 
glazing.
5.Glazing: After the bisque firing, a glaze can be applied. Glazes can vary widely in color and texture, depending on the 
minerals used. The glaze not only adds aesthetic qualities but also makes the pottery waterproof.
6.Glaze Firing: The final step is the glaze firing, where the kiln is heated to a higher temperature. This melts the glaze 
onto the pot, creating a glassy surface that seals the clay and enhances both the pot's strength and its appearance.
Ceramic pottery can vary greatly in style and functionality, wherein the rustic and glazed pots reflects the materials 
used, the potter’s technique, and the firing process, resulting in functional art that can be both beautiful and practical.



Tall Rope Jar

LT-003 3151-0701
D::53 cms
Ht:70 cms 
Ancient yellow, ancient rust 
₹25000



Tall Rim Jar

LT-003-4349-0702
D:53,36cms 
Ht:70, 51 cms
Ceramic in Ancient White , Ancient Yellow, 
Ancient Blue and Ancient Red. 
₹20000, ₹7500



Aladdin Urn 

LT-003-4448-0902
D:70,43 cms 
Ht:90,55 cms 
Ceramic in Ancient White 
₹27000, ₹12500



Urn With Ring 

LT-003-4551-0552
D:60,38 cms 
Ht:55,34 cms 
Ceramic in Ancient White 
₹16000,₹5500



LT-003-4444-0453
D:60,46,35 cms 
Ht:45,37,28 cms 
Ceramic 
₹10000,₹6500,₹3500

Trough Pot With Ring 



LT-003–3153-0703
D:55,40,25 cms
Ht:70,50,32 cms 
Moss green 
₹18000,₹7000,₹3000

Waterford Greene



LT-003-4661-0403
D:47,36,27
Ht:40,33,25 cms 
Moss green 
₹7000, ₹4000,₹3000

Evergreen Pot 



Artsy Planter

LT 003-2999-0552
D:45,35cms
Ht:55,44 cms 
Rare Blue
₹7000, ₹3500



Collared Dimple Planter

LT 003-4702-0462
D:48,34 cms 
Ht: 46,32cms 
Ancient Rust 
₹7500,₹3500



LT 005 4233-0303
D:27,21,16 cms
Ht:30,24,18 cms 
Blue and white 
₹3000,₹2000,₹1000

Delft Blue Pot 



LT 005 4307-0253
D:25,18,12 cms
Ht:25,18,13 cms 
Heavy metal 
₹2500,₹1200,₹850

Heavy metal V  Pot 



LT 005 4371-0232
D: 29,20 cms
Ht: 19,14 cms 
Happy Blue cone 
₹3000,₹1500

Blue Bubble Pot 



Saucers 

Saucers available optional 
Sizes

D45 cms₹1500 
D40cms ₹1200 
D35cms ₹1000 
D30 cms ₹750
D25 cms₹550
D20 cms ₹400
D15 cms ₹300

Cream, Matt white, Red TC, falling green, 
Jade green, falling blue 



PAYMENT 
SCAN CODE BANK TRANSFER DETAILS 

Hybiscus A Division of Bydesign India Pvt. Ltd
IFSC Code: HDFC0001208
HDFC Bank, Millers Road No 70/2 Main Branch 
Bangalore
Ac. No: 12080330000062

HYBISCUS LLP
IFSC CODE : HDFC 0000523

Hdfc 8/24 Richmond Road Bangalore 560025 
Ac. No : 50200007570255

(Within Karnataka)

(This bank account is for outside  
Karnataka and GST sale).
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